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Introduction 
  

 

 

 

 

Love – it means so many things to so many people.   

We romantically love other people, we love calm moments in nature, we platonically love our friends, we choose to love ourselves, we love ice cream…we 

love in different ways. 

I figured if love inspires everyone to become a poet then why not ask some of my favorite online minds to write about it. 

Because love means so many things to so many people, I got lots of different opinions about it. 

Some of the essays are super sweet, some are introspective, and some are cynically realistic.   

They are pieces, however, of a collection of online created to help us all look at Love in a totally new light. 

The answers will help you answer for yourself – Is Love REALLY All We Need? 

⟹ At the end of each essay is a Song Choice ( ) with a selection that the contributor chose specifically.  The song (accessible via last.fm by clicking on the link) either 

provides more insight to their piece or exemplifies what Love means to them. 

 
 
All You Need – The Series first appeared on Ophelia’s Webb, the online portfolio and blog of Elisa Doucette.  Elisa is a freelance writer and Not-
So-Average Girl Next Door based out of Portland, Maine. She is a frequent contributor to various young professional, relationship and lifestyle 
design/personal development publications.  She has been named to numerous listings for Generation Y writers and writes about her own quest 
for romantic love in the popular online dating column The Single Slice.  Elisa can also be found on Twitter and Facebook. 
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All You Need 

By Elisa Doucette  

 

I have a tendency towards sabotage.  Commitment-phobic.  Just plain running away.  Whatever you might want to call it. 

I began dating the Bluegrass Boy in December of 2004.  The first time we met for coffee I couldn’t stop grinning and staring at his eyes and 
our first “real date” still stands as one of my best dates of all time.  He is the closest thing I’ve had to a relationship in my past 11 years of 
being single. 

I’m still not 100% sure what that final fight was about.  I said something I knew would hurt, something that would push him away.  Making 
up a completely unreasonable argument to make him hate me.  To turn the tables on any feelings he was feeling.  Avoiding the reality and 
sobbing for a couple hours to stave off any possible hurt in the future. 

And it worked.  We broke up over AOL Instant Messenger.  Oh yes, you read that correctly. 

The only part of the whole thing I remember is that we had been dating for about 2 1/2 months.  It wasn’t “declared” exclusive but we 
weren’t dating anyone else.  I saw him a couple times a week.  Emailed/talked/messaged daily.  Smiled whenever I thought about him 
(people noticed), listened to his music constantly, and wished I could be around him whenever I wasn’t.  I was falling into a deep state of like 
with this boy.  One night we were out to dinner at a local Thai restaurant. 

It was a simple thing, a tiny hair in my dish of Pad Kee Mao. 

I know, most people would be horrifically grossed out.  My stomach did in fact do a bit of a turn.  But being a girl with long shedding hair 
most of my life, I know that they just shed out, not much anyone can do about it. Figured I’d just take the tainted noodle pieces and put them 
off to the side.   Still, my adorable Bluegrass Boy came to my rescue motioning the waitress over. 

“Excuse me, I don’t mean to complain, but my girlfriend has a hair in her meal.”   
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It was such a kind gesture.  My knight in shining Gap shirt.  And yet my heart started racing and my 
throat closed up.  I could barely lift my arms to bring my new hair-less Drunken Noodle (2 star for 
those curious) to my mouth.  My mind turned over the statement again and again.  He had called 
me his girlfriend.  We had hit the point of no return. 

For those of you doing quick math that was five (5) years ago.  Five years of watching with only a 
slight nervous tick as my best friends dated, fell in love, got married, had kids, began happily ever 
after.  I couldn’t be happier for any of them.  I know, you’re all thinking “Ah, she’s a bitter single 
girl,” but nothing can be further from the truth.  I seriously put out love in mass quantities, loving 
has never been my issue.  Letting people love me back, however, has proven to be the 
challenge.  It’s all giddy laughter and butterflies in the tummy when it’s happening, but when you 
are faced with the cold harsh reality of the meaning of it all, it is scary as hell!  And in truth any 
time that anything remotely resembling a chance for my own beginning to my happily ever after 
presented itself, I avoided it. 

You could call me the Runaway Date. 

Since 2010 is my Year of Love I figured what better way to learn about love than hearing from some of my most respected blogging 
friends.  It’s kinda selfish, really.  They all took time out of their lives to help me try to fix mine.  And share that with you.  And they did it 
merely because I asked, no other reason.  They did it out of love. 

It is out of this that the All You Need series was born.  You’ll get to read the thoughts and ideas of some AMAZING minds when it comes to all 
things love.   And I’m hoping that in reading all the other essays I’ll learn a little more about this crazy little thing called love.  Maybe you can 
too. 

I’m working on making sure that I’m ready for love. 

Are you? 

  Song Choice - When You Say Nothing At All – Alison Krauss & Union Station 
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Is It Really Love? 

By Carlos Miceli 

Love is Irrelevant 

I’ve only loved the impossible. 

I have screwed up every relationship with every incredible, beautiful, smart and funny woman that I’ve been with. 

I’ve only felt the passion of love with those that lived in other countries, that were way older than me when I was a teenager, and with many 
other examples of complication, some definitely not safe for work. 

I even overcame the impossible with some of them, only to get bored after wards. 

Yes, I am a mess when it comes to feelings, relationships and vulnerability, I’ll give you that. But there’s another reason why “love” has been 
so hard to find in my life: 

I have no idea what love means. 

Love is another one of those words that I kinda hate, like happiness or passion. I hate them 
because they are so imprecise. When you see movies like “The Notebook”, or “Pride and 
Prejudice”, with scenes as dreamy and perfect as they can be, you end up believing that love is 
a universal concept. You end up believing that passionate kisses under the rain in beautiful 
settings with models is what love should be like. 

That’s why I “love” those impossible girls in my life. Because they are my own Hollywood 
movie. It’s thrilling, exciting, and fun. 
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But is it really love? 

I’ve been in a serious relationship only once. And I didn’t love my girlfriend. But you know what? It worked very well, and I wouldn’t have 
had it any other way. Maybe passionate “love” is not what working relationships are supposed to be about. 

I really don’t know what love is, and I don’t care anymore. Is it really what we should aim for? What about sex? Laughter? Beauty? 
Intelligence? Money? Culture? Family? Are you going to tell me that those things don’t matter? Or are you going to tell me that love includes 
all those things working in perfect harmony? 

Because I don’t buy it. Let’s stop lying to ourselves. 

The rationalizations of the people that have settled are hurting those that are still looking. 

Define love in your own way, or ignore it completely. Love is irrelevant at this point.  

Knowing yourself is much more useful. 

 

All You Need Contributor: Carlos Miceli 

Carlos is an Argentinian philosophy lover, now living in Australia,who surfs through life smiling, debating and reading. He has 

experience working in Argentina's number one company, and several start ups. He blogs at OwlSparks, and you can follow him on 

Twitter @carlosmic. 

 

 Song Choice – I’ll Be Seeing You – Billie Holliday 
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Love Happens, If You Let It 

By Jenny Blake 

When Elisa emailed asking me to contribute to her “All You Need is Love” series, it struck a little (okay a lot of) terror in my heart. “What the 
HELL do I know about love?” I said out loud to the friend I was with. We both chuckled. I’m 26 and it’s no secret that my dating life often 
leaves – well – much to be desired in the way of passionate romance. Which is funny, because I’m like a walking feeling machine with an 
inner romantic so sappy it puts most RomComs to shame. 

So I sat with the following questions for a few weeks before I was ready to write: What do I know about love? What do I want to say about 
love? Can I “add value” to this series without being sure that I’ve ever experienced true passionate, romantic, soul-connected love? 

Thankfully, I’ve had a little help these last few months. Help with being honest and saying how I feel, and with having both be okay. Help with 
feeling vulnerable and scared and irrational. Help with seeing myself through another person’s eyes. The Boy (as he will hereafter be called), 
has been a tremendous teacher, and someone who I have developed a very real connection with. A connection unlike anything I’ve 
experienced before. (Crickets?) 

“If you’re a fool for Love, you’re no fool at all. Vulnerability is a sign of strength, an absence of fear.” -Mastin 
Kipp, The Daily Love 

After an emotional roller coaster of a day in which I admitted to feeling scared of being so vulnerable, The Boy told 
me the following: “If you want a relationship with any guy, you’re going to have to get over your fear of feeling 
vulnerable. Because if you don’t, he will never be able to get to know you like you want him to and he will never be 
able to understand you like you wish he would. Plus you won’t be able to develop any type of deeper, more 
meaningful connection with him.” 

THUNK. I knew he was right. And for the first time, I understood what it meant to let go of the reigns a little bit – to 
lift the oars – and stop protecting myself so damn much. Because I was protecting myself from what I want most in 
this world, which is to feel truly seen and appreciated – and maybe, just maybe – one day even loved. 
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“Love has a way of finding you if you believe in it and have the courage to let it in.” -Mastin Kipp, The Daily Love 

Love is not something you do, like an item on a checklist. It is not some goal you reach, and it is not something you can dictate or control 
(despite our attempts at being “rational”). I’m sure I am regurgitating thousands of years of wisdom when I say that love is something you 
ALLOW. It is not a mountain you climb. It is something wonderful you sink into. They call it “falling in love” for a reason – you have to throw 
your hands up, let go, and free yourself of fear and insecurity in order to let love in. 

Finally, when it comes to love I’ve learned that there can’t be conditions about feelings you are expecting in return. Love doesn’t work that 
way, because love is a gift you give to yourself and to the other person. It is the gift of allowing yourself to open up to someone without 
knowing how they will respond. Love is seeing yourself as wonderful, irresistible and whole – and it is even better when you have the help of 
seeing those qualities in yourself through another person’s eyes. 

“We are what we believe we are.” -C.S. Lewis 

Feeling optimistic about life and somewhat exhausted by traditional goals, I’m consciously letting go a little bit this year and sharing the 
same (more intangible) 2010 resolution with Mastin Kipp from The Daily Love: “My 2010 New Year’s Resolution is to continue to create 
a life from my heart, to allow instead of try, to let greatness and love in by letting go of fear, to not look back, and to know that I am 
worth it.”  

All You Need Contributor: Jenny Blake 

When she’s not staring all Googley-eyed at her computer fantasizing about love (even though the L-word slightly terrifies her), 
Jenny blogs at Life After College and works at Google as a Career Development Program Manager. She generally looks for 
someone who is active and loves dogs, football, gadgets, moleskines and good music – and who will take her for long walks on 
the beach at sunset. Wait – who are we kidding. Someone to tolerate her cupcake obsession would be a good enough 
start.  Follow her on Twitter @jenny_blake. 

She has a book: Life After College – The Complete Guide To Getting What You Want coming out in Spring 2011. 

 Song Choice – Only Fools Rush In – Pearl Jam 
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Sometimes Love Pees On Your Foot 

By Rich DeMatteo 

How I Met My Best Friend 

Senior year of high school my parents finally caved in, and agreed to get a family dog after years of begging. My mom had decided on a 
Cockapoo, which if you didn’t know, is a cross between a Cocker Spaniel and a Poodle. She started researching breeders, and once she 
located one, our parents gave us the official “We are getting a dog!” news. 

I’ll never forget the excitement my younger sister, younger brother, and I felt the morning we drove out to Lancaster, PA to meet our pup. It 
was like 100 Christmas’ wrapped up into one. 

Our Ford Windstar was hooked up with a VHS player, so you best believe we watched Beethoven on the trip up. Driving to the breeder, we 
bounced dog names off of each other, but nothing stuck. We knew we were getting a male, so we focused on boy names. Still, not one name 
felt like a winner. 

Our dog naming debacle vanished the second we saw him. I’m not sure who yelled it out, but shortly after seeing our dog for the first time, 
someone excitedly said, “Rusty!” It was perfect. 

We came home with Rusty, our new dog, our new best friend, and my inspiration for this essay. 
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Unconditional Love 

It doesn’t matter if I am gone for 5 minutes, 5 hours, or 5 day, when I return home, Rusty is there to greet me like I’ve been gone for years. 
Rusty’s tail shakes so fast that his entire body shakes along with it, and when approaching the front door you can start to hear him making 
excited doggy noises that I couldn’t possibly explain. 

When opening the door his excitement takes him over and he basically performs back flips, all while holding a tennis ball or stuffed animal in 
his mouth. No matter how his day has gone, I’m always greeted in that same manner, and the same goes for my immediate family members. 

He loves us. He loves us like people should love their loved ones. For 9 years now, he has shown my family and I an unconditional love that 
has not yet began to fade. 

Rusty and the Pizza Boys Foot 

Rusty gets most worked up for my family and I, but he still gets pretty excited when just about anyone walks into our house. During his 
earlier years, sometimes his excitement would cause him to urinate a little. This sets me up to tell one of my favorite Rusty stories. 

One time when we ordered pizza for delivery, my mom made the mistake of inviting the pizza boy into the house. The combination of a new 
person in the house and the smell of food sent Rusty into overdrive. He ran up to the man excited as hell, and urinated all over. 

Onto one of the pizza boy’s feet.  While this is funny by itself, what happened next makes the story. 

With my entire family sitting at the kitchen table eating pizza, my mom grabbed a bucket and washed the delivery guys foot in the kitchen. 
Yes, it was awkward. Yes, it was amazing. Thank you Rusty for making it happen. 

Why don’t people act like this when seeing their loved ones after only a day or two has passed? 

Why does our excitement fade? 

I remember being a young kid was so excited to see my parents come back after they were gone for a weekend or short trip. The same 
excitement would be felt when waiting patiently for my cousins to arrive for a night. I’d stand by the front door, or window, waiting for their 
arrival, checking every 5 minutes. 

When they finally did arrive I would jump up and down in excitement. 

That fades in people. I don’t know how, or why, but it does. 
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Show Your Love 

I’m not saying you should start peeing from excitement, but show your loved ones that you care when you see them. Give your family 
members a hug when you see them, kiss your significant other every time when greeting them, and show your pets the same love they give 
you. 

Rusty shows us the most amazing unconditional love, and that is exactly what he gets back from my family and I. 

Do you really show the ones that matter that you love them?  

Do you get excited whenever you see them, even if you just saw them this morning, yesterday or last week?  

No?  

Why not? 

All You Need Contributor: Rich DeMatteo 

Rich DeMatteo is the creator of Corn On The Job, a job search, recruiting, and HR 

blog.  Rich is a Philadelphia area HR/Staffing professional with experience in both 

agency and corporate recruiting.  Connect with him through Twitter, Linkedin, 

Facebook, or subscribe to his blog. 

 

 

 Song Choice – The Luckiest – By Ben Folds 
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Love Is All… 

By Susan Pogorzelski 

My dad keeps one of those Love Is…statues on his workbench in the garage; it’s been there ever since I can remember. My mom once told me 
that she had given it to him when they were dating back in the 70s, and I remember liking the idea of that. That’s love, I remember thinking. 

I was going through my own “love phase” as a teenager then — falling in love with the idea of love and, soon, falling in love myself for the 
first time. 

Back then, though, I think I equated love solely with romance. Sure, I loved my family and friends, but real love was supposed to be reserved 
for that special someone: real love meant long hugs and secret kisses and a flower pressed into a scripted journal documenting your story. 
Real love was late night talks before falling asleep holding hands, early morning highway drives, and summer walks through a field and 
writing messages in the snow. 

Real love belonged to sweet hellos and long goodbyes and everything in that starry-eyed in-
between. 

That was what I believed in then, when I was falling in love for the first time. It was the innocence of 
a first love that lasted years, those tender moments where the heart felt like it could spill over from 
joy, where magic crackled on the air, and the world was alive in color and wonder and it lit your 
soul on fire. 

As I’ve grown up, though, I’ve realized that I’ve been foolish to believe love is reserved for anything 
or anyone. Love, I’ve learned, is ever so much more. 

Love is your parents, answering tear-filled phone calls in the middle of their night as you’re on your own in another country, homesick and 
seeking comfort. Love is that comfort that crosses oceans, soothing words and unwavering belief heard through a phone line and calming 
your heart. 

Love is family. 
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Love is your best friend, armed with their own life preserver of movies and ice cream and an evening of together as they help you tread 
water when the weight of the world threatens to drag you under, whose laughter and presence helps to keep you afloat. Love is this best 
friend, who knows you inside and out, who builds memory after memory with you, walking side by side, who you know will be there for all 
of your life. 

Love is friendship. 

Love is the soulful eyes of a four-legged friend as he watches you leave in the early mornings, the joyful howl and wagging tail as you return 
each evening, and the gentle presence of innocence as you curl up at night. Love is having this precious little trouble-maker who needs you, 
just as you need him, this quiet soul to calm you, who is every bit your saving grace as you are his. 

Love is this. 

Love is the homeless woman wandering the city square, bending down to greet a dog and walking on with a smile gracing her face.  Love is 
sitting by the river in your old college town, a favorite book resting in your hands, watching the afternoon light play peacefully on the water.  
Love is wandering unfamiliar city streets, tired and lost, only to be greeted by new friends and good souls who will show you the way. 

Love is everywhere. 

I once thought that love was reserved only for family and friends and once-upon-a-time romance. But I’ve learned, now, that it’s so much 
deeper than that. The heart has the capacity for so much more. 

Love is the people we meet who change our lives for the better, for a moment or for a lifetime.  Love is the things we see that make us believe 
in humanity, in the hope for a better world and the beauty of tomorrow.  Love is the little moments that are never forgotten, kept close and 
stored in the secret spaces of our hearts. 

Love is everything. 

All You Need Contributor: Susan Pogorzelski 

Channeling T. S. Eliot, Susan is a banker by day and a freelance writer by night. One of her many passions is exploring the world around 
her — both literally and figuratively.  She enjoys asking questions through her creative writing on Typescript and reflecting on her 
personal experiences on twenty(or)something. She loves history, technology, and culture, and is convinced that dogs equal 
happiness.  You can follow her on Twitter @20orsomething 

 Song Choice – Love – John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band 
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 Is Love Enough? 

By Jackie Adkins 

Is love enough? 

Well. 

Is it? 

Do you think that The Beatles were correct when they sang “All you need is love”? 

Do you think that all it takes is to fall in love with someone? 

That you can overcome any challenge, any obstacle, and any struggle if you have love? 

Love is powerful, but is it that powerful? 

In a day where nearly 50% of marriages end in divorce, is it still relevant to argue that love is 
“enough”? 

Trust me, I’m not a “love expert.” I’m no Will Smith in Hitch and I’m no Dr. Phil. I am, however, 
currently engaged to a wonderful fiancé, which makes me believe I either know a little bit on 
the topic or just got incredibly lucky. In this “month of love,” I don’t want to make love seem 
like something less than it is. 

After all, as someone (my source said Sean Connery, Elisa Google-stalked it and found it 
attributed to some guy named Franklin P. Jones) said: “Love may not make the world go 
round, but I must admit that it makes the ride worthwhile.” 

I just want to be a realist and treat love for what it is, not what it isn’t. 

In order for a relationship to “go the distance,” you DO need love, but you also need some other things. 
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You need TRUST. You need to be able to know that your other will be there for you when you need them. Ask Tiger about this one. 

You need PATIENCE. There will be times when you’re annoyed or when you go through struggles, you need to persevere and not give up on 
it. When you have little rascals running around your house screaming, while your spouse is asking you to help with dinner, this may come in 
handy. 

You need COMPROMISE. No, you can’t always have your way, even if you are the girl. You have to make sacrifices. 

Elisa asked us all to choose a song, and I feel this one is appropriate, as it shows that even though a couple will get old and go through many 
stages, the key things that are at the heart of that relationship, they remain the same. 

Your bones may get weak, your skin may get wrinkled, you may go through a mid-life crisis, and you may drive a lot slower. But the one 
thing that should still be there is your love and the tenets that your relationship were built on. Trust, patience, and compromise will become 
a whole lot more important as you mature. 

The song is about a couple whose love, though they may have aged, has remained as strong as it was the day they met. 

What do you think? Is love enough for you? If not, what are other characteristics of a relationship that must exist? 

All You Need Contributor: Jackie Adkins 

Jackie Adkins is a 20-something blogger who hangs out over at The Curbside Marketer. 
Although he usually delves into marketing and social media, he’s recently gotten 
married, so he’s decided to talk a little about love. Check out his RSS to hang out with 
him in the future. 

 

 Song Choice – Walkin’ Her Home – Mark Schultz 
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Fool For Love 

By Jamie Varon 

Love is a trial and error process, in which my errors outnumber my successes. 

I don’t say this from a place of self-deprecation, but more from a place of understanding. Because, love, to me, is a big and confusing mess 
and I still have no clue how to fall in love, never mind actually being in it. 

I send one too many emails. 

One too many text messages. 

Make one too many phone calls. 

And, it’s only because these rules, these boundaries, these YOU MUST BE CHASED guidelines don’t at all fit in with who I am. Because, let’s be 
real here, when I find someone who I connect with, male or female, I want to pursue them with such ferociousness that it probably makes 
them uncomfortable. If I find a woman that is awesome, I want to scream, “BE MY BFF!” from on top of my little mountain. And, if I find a guy 
that stops me in my tracks and grabs my attention, then I want to send cute emails and text messages and hang out with them and and AND 
et cetera. 

But, all of this, more times than not, ends me up with tons of BFFs and a lot of guys who push me 
away at first only to try to pull me back in once my attention has moved on. Apparently, it’s all 
too much until it’s gone. And, then I just get annoyed. And I want to throw rocks at the boy. And, 
at this point, I’ve already moved onto another sick cycle of me acting like a total fool. 

Except, you know what? I’m fine being the fool. It’s weeding the wrong people out and is getting 
me closer to finding someone who’s going to write me cute one-line emails that are so witty and 
amazing, I find it hard to concentrate on anything else but THEM. 
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Someone who will wake up before me, walk to Starbucks, buy me a Venti Vanilla Latte, bring it to me in bed, and finish it off with a simple 
kiss on the forehead. 

Someone who will see that my attention is worthwhile in the moment, not just something they realize in retrospect, months after I’ve 
already moved on. 

And, here’s how I see it: I either find someone who thinks it’s adorable that I’m so terribly impatient to see them again and that makes them 
fall madly and deeply in love with me. Or, I find someone that is about 2% more ferocious than I am and they can’t help but make me fall 
madly and deeply in love with them. 

Because, I want to get this love thing right. And, if that means I need to act like a fool a few more times, then so be it. 

Love is far more important than pride, right? 

RIGHT!? 

All You Need Contributor: Jamie Varon 

Jamie blogs about far too personal topics and has a desire to make a lot of blogs look 
really pretty. She likes traveling, hot chocolate, typography, and the occasional (ok, 
FREQUENT) glass of white wine. Also, she has an uncanny ability to wear dresses 
almost every single day, no matter what the weather. It’s a skill, truly, it is.  Follow her 
on Twitter @jamievaron 

 

 Song Choice – Nicest Thing – Kate Nash 
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She Does Nothing For Me 

By Sam Davidson 

I’d say about 90% of the time, she does nothing. Literally. She simply lies there. She can’t tell me a joke or run an errand. She doesn’t ask me 
how I’m feeling or give me birthday presents. She can’t even roll over or lift her head. 

But I love her. 

She’s my daughter. 

From the moment she shattered my 6-year-old understanding of what my family was and broke into my world, I was taken by her, smitten 
with an unconditional love. Pink and wiggly with eyes that could barely open, I knew that I would do anything for her. Forever. Even now, 
when she can do nothing for me. 

So can’t talk or walk, clean up after herself, or help with dinner. She 
never changes her own clothes or gives herself a bath. She doesn’t care 
to let me sleep more than three hours at once or spend my free time on 
personal hobbies. 

And yet I’m not angry because I love her. 

She’s my daughter. 

The best writers – especially those with a spiritual touch – have tried 
for ages to capture the definition of unconditional love. The limits of 
language only leave us with similes and metaphors for what such a love 
could be like. Omnipotent gods are said to love frail humanity with such 
a love, but being the object of unconditional love doesn’t quite make its 
reality clear in your mind. Maybe that’s the point. Because you can offer 
no reciprocal gift, you don’t quite realize that a transaction is even 
taking place. 
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Omnipotent gods don’t spit up on you when you just changed clothes or cry when they’re hungry in the middle of the night. 

I held her in my arms and looked at her 8-hour-old face and knew that I loved her with a unique and unconditional love. She could do 
nothing for me. There was no material benefit she provided in my life, and still, I loved her. 

My love for my wife – while unconditional now – was once predicated on attraction and compatibility. While dating, interests and 
conversations had to be aligned or appreciated before a mysterious, irrational, overwhelming love could swoop in and swaddle us.  

And now, nearly eight years after falling in love with her, we’ve created not just a baby who will look like us, but we’ve created a category of 
love that stands beyond us and consumes us, taking us to a point where we love like we’ve never loved before. 

 All You Need Contributor: Sam Davidson 

Sam is a brand new dad trying to figure out how to love his daughter unconditionally. He is the co-founder of Proof Branding,   
sometimes writes at his blog (samdavidson.net/blog) and always writes at CoolPeopleCare.org.  He doesn’t have any dogs, but 
hopes to own two someday; he already has names picked out for them. 

Additionally his new book 50 Things Your Life Doesn’t Need (Good Things To Know) hits stands in December 2010. 

 

 Song Choice – Show The Way – David Wilcox 
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Sometimes Love Changes 

By Michaela Cavallaro 

Before I got married – way back at the tail end of the last century – people used to tell me that marriage takes work. I was sure I knew what 
they meant: Work to stay faithful, work to balance competing career demands, work to retain your individuality. But as it turned out, that’s 
the easy part. 

The hard part? 

Love. 

The aspect of our relationship that once required no effort, no thought whatsoever—it just existed and wrapped us in its heady glow—now 
takes dedicated effort and attention. 

We’re ten-and-a-half years into the marriage, more than 15 into the relationship. We’ve got a mortgage, a three-year-old, two dogs, a job 
each and a basement full of junk. We long ago let go of the interests we cultivated to win each others’ hearts (news flash: I never really cared 
that much about the NBA). These days, as the big 4-0 approaches for both of us, we’ve settled ever more comfortably into our own perches at 
either end of the living room couch. 

And we’re not the only ones. 

At the end of a long day, it’s all too easy to stay there, each of us sucked into the diversion 
of our choice. Eliminating that distance—closing the laptop, turning off ESPN Classic, 
moving a dog or two out of the way—takes thought, takes intention. And most of all, it 
takes love. 

Some days, I’ve gotta admit, it seems way too hard. 

Recently, though, we’ve found a way out of our companionable silence. At our house, 
Thursdays are now Date Night. It’s a horrible parenting cliché—but there’s a reason it’s 
recommended by every marriage counselor from here to Mars. 
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It works. 

It’s on the calendar; it’s non-negotiable, whether we’re eating takeout on the couch after the kid goes to bed—amazing how decadent that 
feels after modeling table manners for a preschooler—or heading out for burgers and a beer. 

At its heart, though, Date Night reminds us of our love—the love that brought us together all those years ago and that sustains us through the 
slog of daily life. The fireworks are rare… but in their place is a sustained warmth and commitment that’s like no other. Of course, Date Night 
is no panacea.  It helps that we have a genuine connection that’s based on mutual respect, similar values and an unabashed fondness for the 
works of both Judd Apatow and Woody Allen. 

One last thought: It’s no coincidence that the establishment of Date Night has coincided with the return of the New York Times to our Sunday 
morning ritual. Alone, neither of us has much of a chance of finishing the Sunday crossword. Together, though, we fill in each others’ gaps. 

It’s not what I expected back in the early days…but it’s pretty damn great. 

All You Need Contributor: Michaela Cavallaro 

Michaela is a Maine-based freelance writer who specializes in personal finance and 
investing. She recently started blogging (again) about making stuff, parenting and life 
at The Screen Door Slams.  She also joined the world of Twitter and you can follow her 
@michaelacav. 

 

 Song Choice – If I Should Fall Behind – Bruce Springsteen 
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Love Can Come From Anywhere 

By Andrew Weitsman 

He was a little nervous. 

They’d never met, but he had heard all about her from his father, who was good friends with her uncle.  She was an elementary school 
teacher, which gave them some common ground (he was a college professor).  He had no idea what she looked like, only a vague description 
that didn’t lend itself to a full mental image.  But he had decided to give the blind date a shot, and walked up the steps to her front door with 
a spring in his step. 

The house looks nice, he mused, extending a finger to press on the doorbell.  That’s a good sign.  The sound of feet coming down a flight of 
stairs grew louder, as the door opened.  He could see an older woman peeking out at him through the screen door.  “Hi, I’m Ben*.  I’m here to 
pick up Stacy* for the evening-“ 

And before he could get another word out, the door was slammed in his face. 

I know this story well.  I’ve heard it all my life.  After all, it’s the beginning to the story of how my parents 
met. 

Now, it’s not as long and involved as some other stories about couples meeting, but it’s an important one all 
the same.  And the key detail, besides that my grandma slammed the door in my dad’s face before he took my 
mom out to dinner on their first date, is that it was a blind date. 

My best friend’s sister met her husband through an online dating service.  A good friend and his fiancé met at 
a singles mixer.  A former co-worker met her boyfriend at speed dating. 

The point is, love and relationships can come from everywhere.  There doesn’t have to be a stigma about where it’s from. 

I’m no expert on love, relationships or dating.  Once, I somehow wound up helping to teach a few dating classes, but my experiences on love 
are more limited to a love of Taco Tuesdays, for example.  Or a love of seeing comments pop up on my blog. 
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So instead, I’m pulling from other peoples’ love lives. 

According to my ex-roommate’s ex-girlfriend’s parents’ marriage counselor (who has never been married), this gives me an outsider’s look 
into relationships, and makes me a more objective assessor of their stability, chances for success, and so on.  But that doesn’t really seem to 
work. 

I’ve seen different examples from friends, family, TV, movies and books.  I’ve experienced a strong sense of like and a great deal of lust.  But 
seeing and doing are two different things.  And it’s not like everyone has the same relationship. 

Sure, there are the usual clichés that most relationships fall into, but taking relationship advice, be it from me or one of Dr. Phil’s books, 
seems silly.  Heck, the example that Tim Ferriss used in The Four-Hour Workweek on becoming an expert in under two months was about 
his friend becoming a “relationship expert.” 

So when it comes to love, you don’t have to take anyone’s advice. 

Just enjoy it. 

It can start from anything – even a blind date. 

*These are not my parents’ names.  They preferred that I keep their identities out of this essay.  Both of them are the only two people left in the world without 
a trace of personal information online, and I don’t want to take that away from them. 

All You Need Contribution: Andrew Weitsman 

Andrew helped run a few dating workshops until he realized that he should stick to 
teaching and writing what he knows, which is business, pop culture, and random 
factoids. He blogs at Needle Meet Haystack. This past November, his parents 
celebrated their 33rd anniversary. 

 

 Song Choice – My Funny Valentine – Frank Sinatra 
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Just Right Love 

By Sharalyn Hartwell 

It’s a childhood bedtime story we all remember. 

“Goldilocks and the Three Bears.” The one where the fair-haired maiden wanders into a cottage one day and finds bowls of porridge to 
sample. Goldilocks tests out one bowl of porridge and it is too hot. The next is too cold. Finally, she tries the third which is just right. 

When it comes to love, isn’t that what we’re all looking for? 

Something that is not too hot, not too cold, but just right? 

Like many of us, I have yet to find that love that is “just right.” But through my trial and error attempts (and yes, they are many and honestly 
they are quite laughable in most instances) to find the “just right” love, I have realized something startling. 

Everyone has a different capacity for love.  

Think of people you love now or have loved in the past (don’t limit to just romantic relationships.) Not only do they all love differently, they 
all love in varying amounts, according to their own capacity. Some love a lot, some moderately, some a little and a precious few in ridiculous 
amounts. 

Everyone innately possesses the ability to love. But why does it sometimes feel like you are not getting enough love back in the relationship 
or your partner is smothering you with too much love? I think it all comes down to a person’s capacity for love. 

Pretend your capacity for love is a beaker (like the ones you used in science class.) The water you 
pour into the beaker is the love you feel for a special someone. You may have a 500 mL beaker while 
he/she has a 250 mL beaker. Both are filled to the brim with water, holding (giving) all they can, but 
your beaker just happens to contain more water, simply because its capacity is much greater. As 
such, you have more love to give and you likely need more love to feel fulfilled. 

Ultimately what does this mean? I think it adds one more thing that needs to be in compatible in 
order to find that “just right” love. 
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Take me for example. Exuberant is frequently a word used to describe me. I don’t really do anything halfway. If I do something, I go for it all 
the way, and typically pretty enthusiastically. I’ve been in love twice. Both times they were that head-over-heels, all-consuming, passionate, 
I’m-going-marry-this-person kind of love. I loved them with all I had. In one case, that was probably the root of why we didn’t have the fairy 
tale ending. 

His capacity for love was very different than mine. The way I loved him and the sheer magnitude of my love literally overwhelmed this man 
and practically crippled him from loving me back. I was just “too much” for him (yes, that was an exact quote.) To stem from my analogy, the 
love in his 250 mL beaker didn’t come close to filling my 500 mL beaker and the 500 mL of my love literally ran over. He couldn’t even begin 
to hold it all, even if he wanted to. 

In short, it was messy.  

In contrast, one of my closest girlfriends also has tremendous capacity for love (the way she even loves her friends is awe-inducing and 
empowering). She found a wonderful man who also exhibits that same great capacity for love. The resulting power and depth of their 
relationship is so obvious it is practically tangible to all in their presence. 

For them, their compatible individual love capacities are a BIG contributor to their “just right” love. 

Yes, it is one more element to consider, but finding someone with a compatible capacity for love is one of the most pivotal elements in a 
lastingly euphoric relationship. And, really isn’t that the “just right” love we are all looking for? 

One that is lastingly euphoric?  

You doubters can call me naïve. But, I believe the “just right” love is out there. It’s out there for me. It’s out there for you. It’s out there for 
everyone. AND, it’s within your capacity to find it. 

All You Need Contributor: Sharalyn Hartwell 

Sharalyn Hartwell is the National Generation Y columnist for the Examiner.com. She also shares her insights on love, relationships and 
the strange workings of the female mind as a regular contributor to the men’s online magazines–AskMen.com and 
TheRugged.com.  She recently moved to LA and is living a rockstar glamorous life as Executive Director of Generational Strategy 
Program at Magid.  You can follow her on Twitter @sharalynhartwel. 

 

 Song Choice – Unforgettable – Nat King Cole & Natalie Cole 
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Love Conceals All Blemishes 

By Tommy Pesavento 

With February being crowned official Love Month, thanks to Valentine’s Day being smack dab in the middle of it, my wife and I have decided 
to adopt a love-related mantra to repeat throughout the month and possibly longer if it continues to be effective. 

Here it is: 

“Love conceals all blemishes.” 

The mantra is based in part on Proverbs 17:9, which states, “He who covers an offense promotes love; but he who repeats a matter separates 
best friends.” (World English Bible) 

In modern terms, love is like the make-up worn on the face of your relationship. It’s the part that everyone sees when you’re out in public, 
with your friends, at your church, in a bar or at the grocery store. A lot of people spend hours getting ready to go “out” but pay little 
consideration to how they look at home. Similarly, like make-up, we often rub love off the minute we get home, allowing past transgressions, 
hurts or resentments get the better of us. 

This is where the February mantra comes into play. 

Make-up is used to accentuate the best features of your face. Love can do the same thing to your relationship. By 
repeating this mantra whenever you may be tested by your spouse or significant other, it not only reminds you of 
this point, it also reminds how you would like to be treated by the other person. Wouldn’t you love it if your 
spouse/boyfriend/girlfriend just overlooked all your little flaws and faults and only focused on your best 
features? By doing that for them, you will be creating the potential for them to return the favor. 

Love conceals all blemishes. That means ALL blemishes. Think of love as the foundation (notice a theme here?) 
for the face of your marriage or dating relationship. From this foundation, you have a nice, smooth, EVEN surface 
to work from as you locate and detect the best parts that are worth drawing attention to. 
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In summary, by thinking of your relationship as one body with a visible “face” that is present both in public and private, you can artfully use 
love as the make-up that conceals all the blemishes that you both have to bring out the true beauty of your relationship and share it with the 
rest of the world. 

This means DON’T point out every little thing that needs to be corrected — let the other person work on themselves — and instead try to 
conceal those blemishes by remembering that true love is unconditional; whether the toilet lid is left up or not.   

Every relationship has the potential to be beautiful, especially with the right shade of make-up — unconditional love — applied to it in an 
authentic and meaningful way. A little dab here, a swoosh there, and before you know it, your relationship will be runway-ready in no time. 

For further lovie-dovie inspiration, listen to “Fade Into You” by Mazzy Star, turn down the lights, pour two glasses of wine, and…well, you 
know…  

All You Need Contributor: Tommy Pesavento 

Tommy Pesavento is an Addy® award-winning copywriter, graphic designer and 
avid blogger based out of Portsmouth, NH. He also currently serves as Chief 
Creative Officer and Social Media Consultant for spark* Creative Services. Tommy 
lives with his wife and creative muse, Jen, and their tabby cat/adopted daughter, 
Miss Kitty Lee.  You can follow them on Twitter @tommypez 

 

 Song Choice – Fade Into You – Mazzy Star 
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Love Your Self 

By Grace Boyle 

Love. 

The cursor blinks absently as I type the word again: Love. Still blinking. 

I feel so much emotion for this word. I’m not sure where to start. 

I hear “love” and a wave washes over me, knocking the air out of my lungs. I think about the heart I’ve broken, the way my heart has been 
broken, the emotional scars, long, slow, deep kisses, the way I feel when I’m in Italy, my family and the friendships in my life. 

But I don’t want to talk about my heartache, relationships and passions. 

I want to talk about the first love. 

Me. 

This isn’t egotistical or narcissistic. Self-love is the first love you should experience 
and carry with you, forever. 

Love and your relationships are a reflection of yourself. If you’re pained, unsure or 
looking for fulfillment from someone else to fill a void then, it will be equally as 
empty without loving yourself first. 

Just like Oscar Wilde said, “To love oneself is the beginning of a life-long romance.” 

Fear causes uncertainty in the self. We’re scared to stop, take time for ourselves and take a long stare into our eyes, and even deeper into our 
core. If you don’t know yourself, if you don’t love yourself, how will you grasp another human and offer or even receive love? 
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This is how I practice self-love: 

· I spend at least two days a week completely alone, doing whatever I need or want. Even if it’s for two hours. I breathe into the solitude. I 
like to listen to my thoughts, laugh to myself and dance around my room in my undies. 

· I take care of my body by going to yoga or the gym and spending time outside in the mountains hiking or snowboarding. 

· Stay rested. 

· I indulge in wine, chocolate, and succulent laughter. 

· Dress up, just because. Make yourself feel beautiful, done up and then strip to your bare bones, naked. Feel good both ways. 

· Giving back to others is a form of living. It reflects my internal love. 

· Acceptance of my deep dark places, my elated happy moments, my highs and lows. 

· Plan and take vacations just because I deserve it and want to suck out the fun, risk and goodness out of life. 

· I slow down when I’m moving too fast. I push myself when I need a kick. I tend to my wounds, when I’m hurting and need time to heal. 

· Lastly, I love myself by leaving my heart open to feel love, give love and receive love. 

Why is it hard for our society to remember to love ourselves? What are some of the ways you practice self-love? 

All You Need Contributor: Grace Boyle 

Grace Boyle, a 20-something adventurista. She lives in Boulder, CO and is the Publisher 
Services Manager for the tech startup, Lijit. She blogs at Small Hands, Big Ideas and 
tweets while she writes about the startup world, relationships, career and daily 
inspirations 

 Song Choices – This Year’s Love – David Gray (for the emotionally necessary self-love) & Dancing With Myself – Billy Idol & Generation 
X (for all the fun of loving yourself!) 
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A Love Letter From My Dad 

By Paul Doucette 

As we celebrate our 37th Valentine’s Day together this year I have to say that you are still my best friend and my soul mate.  I look forward 
every night to coming home from work to see you and hear about your day.  I truly enjoy the time that we spend together whether we are on 
trips or spending the evening walking around stores (yes even Christmas Tree Stores!) 

I freely admit that 37 years ago I may not have been as ‘in love’ with you as I had thought, but I did know I wanted to spend the rest of my 
life with you.  I do know now that I love you so much more now than I did back then.  Even though we both looked ahead to our future with 
such anticipation, looking forward to retirement with you now is even more exciting. 

We have been through a lot together over these 37 years, but for the biggest thing is we were 
together.  Even those years when you were in Bethel taking care of your Grandmother, we were 
still very connected.  We have hit highs with the birth of both our daughters and the lows in the 
loss of our parents.  Again, we hit both the highs and lows together (even if I did smell like 
peanut butter when Elisa was born). 

There were times when we both got so angry with one another that one of us took off for a while 
to have some time to our self to think and be angry.  But we always came back and made up.  We 
did so because we wanted to stay together. 

Some people really questioned our getting together because to them we were nothing alike.  It 
did not appear we had the same interests or friends.  Now 37 Valentine’s Days later we still do not both have the same interests or friends 
totally. 

But that is what helps keep us unique and hopefully interesting.  We both are willing to open ourselves to new interests.  Sometimes they are 
something we can share together and sometimes not.  Sometimes we are willing to be involved in the others special interest because it is the 
others special interest.  Other times we really do not want to have anything to do with it. 

For any that may ask how we have survived together for so long, I have to say it is because we are each other’s best friend. 
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As you are well aware it has not always been roses.  There have been some very tough times but also some really great times.  I remember 
most the great times but also remember the bad but think of them less often.  Through both you have been there with me.  Together and with 
God’s help we did face them all and have made it through. 

What I hope I am trying to say is I am more in love with you today than I was 37 years ago and I really do look forward to spending the rest 
of my life with you.  As I said you are my best friend, my complement, my soul mate.  Without you I would go on but it would not be 
anywhere near as fun and exciting. 

Happy Valentine’s Day My Love.   

~ Always and Forever – Paul 

All You Need Contributor: Paul Doucette 

Every little girl learns about love from the house she grows up in.  My parents taught me that I 
deserve nothing less than a perfect-for-me love that is not perfect by any stretch, but at the end 
of the day it is a love that you cling to and makes you a better person. 

I learned that from not only seeing them in love but also being loved by them.  Mims and P-Diddy, 
Happy Valentine’s Day to you! 

 

 Song Choice – (They Long To Be) Close To You – The Carpenters 
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Love Happens For A Reason 

By Sydney Owen 

I’ve known since I was a girl that the ultimate goal for this thing we call life is to be happy like my parents. That much has remained the 
same. As I grew up, I wanted to be an actress, a comedian, a lawyer, an athletic trainer, a surgeon. But there was always one constant that I 
have counted on in my equation of life while all of the other variables continue to change and shift and derail my plans. 

Love. 

I was almost a junior in college when I moved to Florida. I had decided that I was going to major in biology, go to med school, become an 
otolaryngologist (head and neck surgeon) and save lives for a living. 

But then I met a guy. 

Not even anyone special, in fact, he was the king of douchebaggery.  But you know, at the time, we were totally getting married someday. I 
found more value in hanging out with him than I did trying to figure out chemistry. 

When my grades started slipping, I convinced myself that I wasn’t cut out to be a surgeon. That by the time I got through undergrad, med 
school, residency and fellowships, I’d be, like ::gasp:: 36. There was no way I could have a family if I was just getting started with my own life 
at 36. So the story goes, I find a deal-breaker of a flaw, we break up, never speak again. I sat down with myself, had a quick chat, made a killer 
pros and cons list of my personality traits, and settled on PR. 

Fast forward three years, and here I am. 

But where am I, exactly? I’m smack dab in the middle of my twenties, embarking on an incredible 
journey that is my career and I can support myself. These are all of the requirements that I had laid 
out when I was planning out the rest of my education three years ago. Graduate. Get job. Make 
money. Support myself. THEN I’m ready for love.  THEN I’m totally open and willing and available 
for someone to love me the way that I will have grown to love myself. 

I’m here. 
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In my life – especially as of late – a lot of reallyeffingawesome things have been happening in rapid succession. Finish school. Move to 
Chicago. Get an internship. Run home to graduate. Get hired out of the internship. Land a speaking gig at a major conference. Make friends. 
Work hard. Pay bills. I’ve been inundated with deadlines, milestones, and other big moments that scream “OH MY GOD YOU’RE ONE STEP 
CLOSER!” One step closer to ultimate happiness, one step closer to the mothership of all goals, LOVE. Love like the kind my parents share. 

In recent months, things have started to shift for me romantically. It’s been a whirlwind lately. I’m feeling emotions and having conversations 
and making connections that I’m not even sure have actually existed in my version of reality. I’m experiencing these things that feel so 
familiar, not because I’ve actually felt them before, but because this is what I could have been dreaming up in my head the whole time.   

In the past, I’ve been in relationships that were started on a basis of lies (not on my end), or on no foundation whatsoever. But when 
someone blindsided me with everything I’ve always hoped for, it was like “YES! A MILLION TIMES YES! THIS IS WHY BEING “PICKY” IS 
WORTH IT!” and the line is suddenly crystal clear. 

There is respect. Open lines of communication. There is this insane balance of being totally batshit crazy about each other but also incredibly 
sensible in realizing the fact that this is new and I don’t want to jump the gun. But then I think that jumping the gun wouldn’t be so bad, and 
what the hell is jumping the gun anyway? I see now that it never would have worked out because I couldn’t be myself, and I had to apologize 
for it when I was. 

I feel like we’re redefining “epic” one day at a time. 

Will this be the big fat wonderful romance that I’ve always hoped for? Will this guy be the one that can love my crazy and will catch me when 
I fall? Will he be the one that will love me every step of the way, support me as I try to take on the world, and share the rest of my life, both 
successes and failures, with me? More importantly – will he let me love him the way I’ve always known I can love someone? 

I sure as shit hope so. 

All You Need Contributor: Sydney Owen 

Sydney is exploring life as a 20-something, making her way through her career on the ground (and in the sky) in the 
amazingly geeky city of Austin, Texas. Her blog Sydney: Unfiltered is a take on life as it is: unpredictable, frightening and wildly 
exciting.  You can follow her on Twitter @sydneyowen. 

 

 Song Choice – The Day Before You – Rascal Flatts 
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Sex, Love and Rock & Roll 

By Andrew Norcross 

Hey, remember that time back in 2004 when you met that person off MySpace with plans of just casual sex? Remember how that turned into 
them moving in a few months later due to some outside circumstances, purchasing a house, getting married 2 years later, and having a child 
in year 3? No? Oh yeah…that’s my story, not yours. 

Misery no longer loves company. Nowadays it insists on it. – Robert Baker 

It’s a funny thing, love. We’re all surrounded by it, yet many of us continually yearn for it. We talk as though it will solve all our problems, but 
we tend to focus on the negatives that come with it. Why? Is it because we don’t know what it really is? Maybe we don’t respect the joy (and 
pain) it brings in our lives? Or perhaps, just maybe, we don’t really want love? Hell if I know, I’m just the guy who after a few years of boozin’ 
& whorin’ got married to a woman who is far beyond my league. 

Love thy neighbor as yourself, but choose your neighborhood. – Louise Ball 

For those that know me, you’d probably agree that I’m not the rainbows and sunshine type. Pragmatic? Yes. Surly? Absolutely. Prone to 
swearing? Fuckin’ A right. That’s me. And my personality is one that tends to come out in all situations, dating being no different. So previous 
to meeting my wife, my dating life consisted of the following: 

1. Meet girl 
2. Begin to date girl 
3. Go through the ‘meet the friends / parents / etc’ approval period 
4. Notice the ‘shine’ is wearing off 
5. Girl gets tired of me (or vice versa) 
6. Stop dating 
7. Wash, rinse, repeat 
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For many years, gals would find me interesting and quirky, but soon those quirks would become annoyances and the interesting things 
would become boring. It’s the life of a nerd, I get that. Hell, based on my hobbies, I should be 300 lbs, pimpled, and wearing the 3 Wolf Shirt 
without understanding the irony. But thanks to a generous set of genes and being a swimmer for 15 years, I avoided that. 

I love being married. It’s so great to find that one special person you want to annoy for the rest of your life. – Rita Rudner 

That quote was on the wedding invitations. Yep. If you know nothing else about me, my wife, or our relationship, know that we agreed on 
that above quote with no debate whatsoever. And in the end, that is what is important. Because let’s face it: you’re gonna spend a lot of time 
with this person and you damn well better have the ability to enjoy the annoyances that you each are going to cause.  

That’s what love has always been for me.  

Not loving someone because of them, but in spite of them. 

All You Need Contributor: Andrew Norcross 

Andrew Norcross is a freelancing web monkey in St. Petersburg, FL. Heavily tattoo’d, he sleeps too little, drinks too much coffee, 
smokes entirely too many cigarettes, and otherwise does his thing. He’s got a rock & roll son and occasionally blogs at Restless 
Like Me. 

Hailing from the mean streets of St. Petersburg, Florida, Norcross makes magic with all things WordPress. He’s available for 
freelance gigs, you can see his work at AndrewNorcross.com 

 

 Song Choice – Hey Darlin’, Do You Gamble – Lucero 
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Not About Love…But Learning 

By Jennifer Broski 

“The best advice I can give is not to have a plan B.” – Amanda Palmer’s advice on becoming a successful working artist 
 (via UStream webcast 1/19/10). 

When Elisa asked me to write about love, I was immediately overcome with panic and fear. I cannot possibly write about love. I asked if I 
could write about the socio-political climate in Dubai. I can’t write about that either, but it still seemed easier than love. In the end, however, 
she convinced me that I would do it. So, I sat down to write, and imagine my surprise when I finished an entire essay about love, just for her. 

Except it isn’t really about love. It’s about learning to love again (and, basically, about me). So, I still managed to get around it. 

Neener. 

I used to love to write. But life and reality and fear set in, and I grew to despise it. How easy to become wrapped up in the minutiae of daily 
life. Or to lose oneself in the major events or crises that threaten to swallow us whole if we let them. In both the large and small of life, it 
becomes so easy to forget or to ignore love. 

I certainly did. 

I had to teach myself to love again. Sure it was easy (well, easier) to love others, to love objects, to love food, to love anything outside of 
myself. But to love myself and what I could do was nearly impossible. It was so much easier to be complacent. To hate. To forget. 

I began to write poems and stories almost as soon as I learned how to write my letters. My first epic poems were about my cats. Each stanza 
had four lines, with the second and fourth rhyming. You see, there are rules for these sorts of things. Serious writers follow rules. And I was a 
serious writer, especially at the age of six. Later, when my third grade teacher made books out of our stories (complete with a construction 
paper cover), I knew I was going to be a writer. The simple joy of holding that book, of seeing my name on the cover, was overwhelming. 

Through high school and even the start of college, I had brief delusions of theater. I thought for sure that I wanted to be a soap star (who 
would, of course, dabble in legitimate theater). A couple of failed auditions brought me back to reality: I am not cut out for this work. 

But, I never stopped writing. And after a few false starts, I found my way. I focused my attention on writing poetry. By now, I’m quite sure 
that you can see where this is going. I even went so far as to get a Master of Arts degree. In English. In writing poetry. I was doomed. 
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Post-college reality set in very quickly. There were no help wanted ads for infamous poets. Finding anything in the writing and publishing 
field was difficult, so I ended up in a bookstore. I had more time, but I was writing less frequently. Nothing can prepare you for the mental 
exhaustion that comes with retail. 

Shortly after I began working there, depression set in and refused to let go. I was trapped in a job that was making me miserable. I was stuck 
in a town I didn’t love. Being surrounded by books was turning me against them. I began to loathe writing. I felt like a failure and like I had 
made a huge mistake. 

I know what you’re thinking. This is supposed to be about love. I’m getting there, trust me. 

In high school, I started to write a novel, but stalled at 70 pages. Every few years, I’d dig out my files, revise what I had written, and put it 
away. It was nagging me. Haunting me. I needed to finish it. Even if this book is never published, simply finishing the story will be a huge 
accomplishment. 

But I had grown to hate writing so much, I couldn’t figure out how to get back to it. I let life and circumstances stand in my way instead of 
propel me forward. After college, I barely wrote for almost four years. I missed it and I wanted to love it–but holding that pen was paralyzing. 

When Elisa started blogging, she tried to encourage me to do the same–to force myself to write again. After much prodding, I agreed and 
started using my blog again. I wrote about my process and inspirations in writing, the doomed novel, and the poetry projects I couldn’t 
finish. 

As much as I cursed her, I enjoyed that challenge. It prompted me to go back to that failed novel and try to pick it up once again. I even 
planned to take on NaNoWriMo, just to get back into the habit of writing regularly. Instead, I took on a variation of that challenge and wrote a 
poem a day–my first true love in writing. This in turn inspired a resolution to:  

1. Post more writing on the blog (This is huge for me. I can’t exactly watermark that like 
I do with pictures.)  
2. Try, Try, TRY to finish that novel. 
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Even though I was getting back into the groove, I was still feeling insecure about my writing and was not feeling the love. I stumbled and 
struggled thanks to a lot of fear and very little confidence. I couldn’t move past certain scenes in the novel because I was afraid that they 
weren’t realistic or believable. 

I didn’t love my story and I didn’t love–or trust–myself. But, it was a quote from Audrey Niffenegger that helped me overcome those 
frustrations and fears. In an interview with Poets & Writers she says, “You can do anything in fiction. There’s no ethical thing holding you to 
accuracy in reporting. So why can’t monkeys fly? Why can’t we live in a world where everybody eats blood oranges?” (Nov/Dec 2009, p. 58) 

It was completely liberating to feel that for the first time, I could write without limitations and without worry. I stopped going back to old 
scenes for rewrites. I just kept going. I wrote scenes that surprised me—things I didn’t know until the pen hit the page. I’m excited about 
writing again. I love writing again. I can finally see the end and it feels amazing. 

After years of agony and frustration and doubt, I’m trying to let go. I’ve finally accepted that I need to put myself first, to set aside time for 
putting myself in the right frame of mind and to write. I still have a job that makes me miserable (in fact, the due date for this entry fell 
exactly on my five year anniversary). I still live in a town that I dislike. The economy is even worse, and I still can’t find a better job. But I’ve 
learned to love again, in spite of my circumstances. I believe in myself and my abilities (thanks in part to someone else believing in and 
pushing me). It may just be the new year afterglow, but for the first time in a long time, I’m sure that this is my year and that I will succeed. I 
love writing. 

I love myself. 

I love. 

All You Need Contributor: Jennifer Broski 

Jennifer lives in New York City with one man, one cat, and an obscene number of books, cds, and records. She writes bad poetry, 
worse fiction, and sometimes takes a decent picture. She also believes that sarcasm is more than an art; it is a way of life. You 
can read her relatively infrequent and completely reluctant blog posts. For brief updates and pointless banter, you can follow 
her Tweets. Or, if you just like looking at pretty things and people you may or may not know, she is also on Flickr. She hopes 
that she is writing the next Twilight so she can retire and write poetry all day (or, you know, eat bon bons and party with rock 
stars). 

 

 Song Choice – A Song For You – Leon Russell 
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Love That Never Fades 

By Ryan Knapp 

I’ve thought about doing a tribute for a while, and when Elisa asked me to write for the series, I knew it was just the right time to come 
through with a great one. 

My father would have hated social media tools. He would have had no clue why I was writing about my life for the world to see, why I was 
posting small messages on something called Twitter, or why I wouldn’t call people instead of sending some message over the phone. 

What he would have loved was the message. My father was a simple man, a mechanic for most of his life and a warehouseman after that. He 
loved the simple things in life. Making steaks on the grill, going for a bike ride after dinner, playing golf on a Saturday, he loved his routine. 

By most standards, he lived a pretty boring life. 

We didn’t do many exciting things growing up, like traveling the world, or even taking vacations for that matter. While some of my friends 
were off jet-setting with their parents, exploring the boundaries of the earth, my dad and I were home playing who can punch each other in 
the shoulder harder or let’s see what other stuff we have in the garage to shoot with the BB gun. 

We did a lot of ‘boring’ things, but it’s the boring things that were the subject of my best childhood 
memories. We would play home run derby in my backyard till all hours of the night. I’d learn how to play 
hockey goalie in my driveway with a pair of cut down goalie pads and a heavy winter jacket in the summer 
to act as the chest protector we couldn’t afford. Baseball glove in one hand, winter glove in the other I’d 
stand there as my father took shots as hard as he could, resembling a shooting gallery as I was pelted by 
tennis balls left and right. 

My dad and I would go out at midnight after the rain and pick worms to take fishing whenever we got a 
chance. He’d come home from work, change and eat, and we’d hop on our bikes to spend hours fishing, 
talking and just spending time together. 

Several of my friends had an exciting childhood by definition, complete with the shiniest new bike or toys, 
but they would jump at the chance to play touch football in the street with my dad as all-time QB, with the obligatory telephone pole to 
telephone pole end zones. For them, the boring time was what they did not have at home, but yet what they so desperately wanted. 
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Failing kidneys in 1998 meant dialysis, and sitting hooked into a machine for 3 hours every other day. My dad took the time to chat up every 
nurse and person he could find to see how their day was going, utilizing all of that downtime to make their day brighter. 

August 2nd, 1998 my father passed away from a combination of inoperable brain tumors combined with End Renal Failure (kidney failure). I 
was 14 and had just come off of my freshman year spent home-schooling myself between extended hospital stays, endless days filled with 
nothing and everything in-between. My dad loved his life, and lived it to the fullest. You may think otherwise with your trips around the 
world or your jaunts across the ocean, but trust me, his life was fulfilled and so was my childhood. 

And even though I’ve lived abroad twice and done some pretty amazing things so far, I’d trade all of those exciting and new memories in for 
some boring ones. 

Because sometimes in life it’s the boring things you miss the most. 

 
All You Need Contributor: Ryan Knapp 

Ryan Knapp is a soccer entrepreneur, passionate for using soccer as a vehicle to promote social change. He is founder of Futbolist 
LLC, a full service soccer company dedicated to the promotion and expansion of soccer in the United States.  He also rules the online 
soccer world as the newly appointed Manager of National Association of Soccer Coaches of America Digital.  Follow his journey at 
RyanJKnapp.com or Twitter @ryanknapp. 

 

 

 Song Choice – Song For Dad – Keith Urban 
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Love Is Killing A Spider In The Shower 

By Samantha Karol 

Love means more than just being in love. 

Although, romantic love is the most talked about, sought after, and theatrically portrayed form of love, it is not the only one. There is love 
among family, friends, and neighbors that is just as strong and powerful. Love is precious and priceless, and should never be taken for 
granted. It means many things to many people, but these are some of the things that love means to me. 

Love is being happy for your best friend when she gets the guy you wanted, and drying her tears when he breaks her heart. 

Love is holding your roommates’ hair as her stomach rebels from a night of drinking. 

Love is a text message, letter, or e-mail to remind your friends that you care. 

Love is being there for someone in their darkest hour. 

Love is putting the happiness of others before your own. 

Love is letting people in, and realizing that sometimes you have to shut them out. 

Love is leaving your whole life behind without complaining, because you know your dad needs a 
fresh start. 

Love is killing a spider in the shower. 

Love is driving five hours each way, sometimes through the snow. 

Love is forgiveness. 

Love is a kiss, or a hug, or a look of admiration. 

Love is beautiful and ugly, hot and cold, comforting and frightening, often all at the same time. 
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Love is taking care of someone in their final days, even if they don’t remember who you are. 

Love is someone who makes you smile. 

Love is swallowing your fear or your pride when others need you to be strong for them. 

Love is compromise and sacrifice. 

Love is letting someone go, or giving them another chance. 

Love is peace and coexistence. 

Love is standing up for what you believe in, speaking out against persecution of your fellow man. 

Love is appreciation and gratitude. 

Love is enjoying time to yourself just as much, if not more, than time with others. 

Even if you’re not, nor ever have been, in love, does not mean you have never experienced it. Just look into the eyes of a parent as they watch 
their child and you will see love. You can see it in the smiles (and tears) on the faces of longtime friends as they stand up at each other’s 
weddings. The dog owner who pays thousands of dollars for cancer treatments, that too is love. 

Love is all around us.  

 
All You Need Contributor: Sam Karol 

Sam is a twenty-something working in development at ARZA (Association of Reform Zionists of America.) She blogs about her life 
adventures at Life Is Like a Box of Chocolates, and tweets as @sameve. Sam loves writing, football, ice cream, fashion, reading…and 
meeting new people, so be sure to stop by and say hi! 

 

 Song Choice – Shower The People – James Taylor 
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Travel Girlfriends and Letting Go 

By Colin Wright 

Travel is wonderful. 

Being able to move from place to place on a whim, meeting hundreds of new people, everything a learning experience…leaving the States is 
the best decision I ever made. 

But there is one thing about travel that tends to ruin the party, and that’s the loneliness.  When you’re moving around there are ALWAYS 
people around you, but the chances of making of a real, solid connection with any one of them is slim. 

You’ll make a lot of one-off friends, people who you might exchange a smile with, engage in a brief conversation, or even add as a friend on 
Facebook, but there is still something missing there that only a series of conversations and some sort of mutual understanding can replace. 

I hadn’t even thought of this possibility when I left, and now that I’m on my way out of South America, 
bringing the first part of Exile Lifestyle to an end, I realize that I had a coping mechanism that seemed 
to work really well. 

I took on a series of travel girlfriends. 

For me, having a travel girlfriend has meant finding a member of the opposite sex to pal-around with 
either while in transit, while staying in a particular place, or a combination of the two. We then hang 
out together, making other friends along the way, but definitely preferring the company of each other, 
engaging in drawn-out conversations and making the time to develop inside jokes. 

In other words, we fill the role in each other’s life that would normally be filled by a significant other, except we do so without necessarily 
having any sexual contact at all. 

“But what’s the point,” you might be asking, “if there’s no contact? I mean, isn’t THAT a huge concern when you’re traveling?” 

To this I say, no, it’s the not the biggest concern. A lot of people tend to get a little wonton while traveling because they are lonely, but if you 
find someone you can really relate to, hang out with, flirt with, etc, your biological need to reproduce is filled and you don’t feel that same 
need to just nail something. 
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Is it all the way gone? No. Of course not. But it definitely takes the edge off. 

Which is good, because if you’re not careful when traveling…let’s just say it’s a good way to catch something. I hear things. 

“But if this relationship isn’t going anywhere long-term, what’s the point?” 

You must learn to live more in the moment my friend! If someone else can help you enjoy a moment (and you can reciprocate in kind), isn’t 
that a whole lot better than suffering through that moment, holding out for THE ONE? 

I think so. 

So I salute the many travel girlfriends I’ve had since I started this journey! 

Thanks for being there for me and allowing me to be there for you! Thanks for chit-chatting through the boring times, playing cards or 
drinking wine while at hostels or waiting all day for the next bus to arrive at the station. Thanks for being my wingman and giving me social 
validation by being cute and always at my side. 

Thank you for being Miss Right Now and never asking me to be any more than Mister Right Now. 

Is it love? I think so. 

Because if you really love someone you have to let them go, and that’s how it always ends. 

 
All You Need Contributor: Colin Wright 

Colin Wright runs a branding-focused design studio from a new country every 4 months. Check out his thoughts on lifestyle design, 
minimalism and travel (and vote on which country he’ll move to next!) at ExileLifestyle.com or follow him on Twitter 
@colinismyname 

 

 Song Choice – In The Aeroplane Over The Sea – Neutral Milk Hotel 
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 I Love You Man 

By Benjamin Wilcox 

Around this time every year, people either pair up as boyfriend and girlfriend, do some sort of half-committing by naming each other their 
valentine, or break up under the pressure of their impeding relationship.  If a relationship with a signification other ends, a support system 
of friends is most likely waiting to pick up the pieces. 

Great friends can make you feel loved, just as much as a boyfriend or girlfriend.  Collectively, friends can show you more love, because you 
can have more than one! 

I have a great support system in my family.  I couldn’t imagine life without them, they have shown me more love throughout my years than I 
could hope to repay.  For me, the love of my friends is an amazing bonus, that makes me wonder how I dealt with life before having such a 
great network. 

While you can’t choose your family, friendships are formed purely based on 
shared interests and experiences.  Good friends love you enough to tell you the 
truth, even when everyone else doesn’t have the heart to say anything.  In my 
life I encountered a few different types of friends, based on what I was going 
through in my life. 

High school friends were there from a very young age and and helped me to 
navigate through all of the drama in high school when a look from a boy/girl 
was a life and death situation.  Love from a high school friend meant they 
could tell me honestly that Susie was just trying to make David jealous by 
being my date to the prom.  It also meant that they would be there no matter 
what, in the eternity that four years of high school seemed to fill.  Upon 
graduation, the doubt that I could ever love friends as much as those in high school weighed heavily on my mind. 

Friends in college are a different breed.  The weird music, television shows and movies that weren’t cool in high school are celebrated upon 
entering college and served to help me form new friendships.  The bonds formed from that blank slate that is freshman year still connect me 
to some of my friends today.  They became much stronger bonds after we studied all night together and then used the weekend to 
collectively blow off steam.  These friends shared in my overwhelming stress of finals week and were always there to greet me at the 
beginning of every new semester until one day, college was over.  Love from these friends stems from fighting together in the trenches of 
school, career opportunities and pursuits of the opposite sex. 
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There is no question that I wouldn’t have made it through the tough times that I’ve experienced had it not been for the brotherly (and sisterly) love of 

my friends.  However, what has been most important is having that person beside me who cares about me and can identify with what I am going 

through.  Friends who knew me better than my parents did when I was a teenager, who could relate to my struggles making the grade while seriously 

dating in college, and those who could identify with my frustratingly short professional career. 

The love of friendship has meant so much to me in the past.  Countless great nights have been shared with friends.  We also have taken turns talking 

each other down off of the ledge.  February is all about the love of your valentine, maybe we should all remember the love of our friends.   

Those people who have been by our side long before our significant others came along. 

  
All You Need Contributor: Ben Wilcox 

Ben is a guy in his twenties who was raised in the Midwest who has recently moved to Baltimore, Maryland area.  He has an 
obsession with anything music and football or dog-related.  Through his blog, www.benjamintwilcox.com, he seeks to provide a 
blueprint for self improvement and contentment for everyday life.  You can follow him on Twitter @benjaminwilcox. 

 

 Song Choice – Where Ev’rybody Knows Your Name (Theme From Cheers) – Gary Portnot 
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On Love: Butterflies, Ice Cream, Titanic and Taking The Plunge 

By Matt Cheuvront 

 

2010 is the self proclaimed “year of love” for Matt Cheuvront. Yes, that’s right – this is the end for me…I mean, it’s only the beginning to a 

lifetime of marriage with my beloved to-be-wife Lierin. 

Love is a funny thing, isn’t it? You are never ever prepared for it when it hits you in the face on a mild 
August night at a party with NO booze (but plenty of ice cream sandwiches). That’s when it hit me – 
almost five years ago now – that fateful night when I THOUGHT I knew what love was, but then 
really started to learn what it was all about. And now, five years later, here I am, about to dedicate my 
life to the unconditional love and support of another human being. In retrospect, here are some of my 
personal thoughts on love and everything that comes with it. 

Love makes you nervous 

I remember my first date, or actually my second one (the first one didn’t count) – I was in the 6th 
grade and it was my second time seeing Titanic. The first time, I couldn’t muster up the courage to 

even go for the hand hold – the second, oh man, let me tell you, I had made my way all the way to the arm around and…yep, you guessed it, 
pop kiss. Fast forward to August of 2005 – my first date with my (now) fiancé to see The 40 Year Old Virgin and even then, at 19 years old, I 
still was nervous about going for the hand-hold. Not because I was totally…inexperienced…in that area, but because love is different. Love 
does that whole butterfly thing – love has you awkwardly yawning to put your arm around someone. Love takes things slow, and relishes in 
those awkward moments that take your breath away. 

Love gives you confidence 

Love may break you down – it may totally take you out of your comfort zone, but it also has a way of making you feel like you can do 
anything in the world – that you can accomplish anything and everything – that “I’m the man! Chest-bump, high-five” feeling. Ladies, don’t act 
like you don’t know what I’m talking about either. Love is the ultimate confidence boost – seriously. Every day I wake up next to a 
beautiful woman. Umm…+1 to confidence. When I write a less-than stellar blog post (yes, even I come out with a few duds from time to time) 
my fiancé still tells me she loves it = +1. Just having that awesome love-aura thing floating around makes you feel that much better about 
every single day. 
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Loves comes in many different forms 

I may be 3 months out from the biggest day in my life (so far) – but that doesn’t mean that you should all go out and find your future spouse 
today. Love can come in many forms – and you can’t force it. If you don’t have that “romantic” love in your life right now – share your love 
with the world around you. Love your dog, love your family, love your friends – love IS all we need – without it, whatever “it” may mean to 
you – life just isn’t as sweet. 

Your date is sitting right next to you, ready for you to reach out and grab their proverbial hand. 

Will you do it? 

Or are we going to have to sit through Titanic another three times? At least we get to see Kate Winslett’s boobs – AND it’s only PG-13! BAM!!! 

All You Need Contributor: Matt Cheuvront 

Matt Cheuvront is an Internet Marketing Developer, Social Media aficionado, and freelance web designer living in Nashville. Being the 
Master of Ceremonies over at Life Without Pants, Matt writes from a “no pants” perspective on life much less restricted. Want to see 
how far the rabbit hole goes? Check out his blog, visit his website, or reach out on Twitter today and say hello! 

 

 

 Song Choice – Miracle – Foo Fighters 
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Loved & Lost 

By Irina 

I worked at my previous consulting job for a year after graduating college. No office romances, I was told by people and career blogs alike. Of 
course not, who would be so stupid? Even though my consulting company was full of people who cross-hooked up with each other in a 
drunken haze, I was always on my best behavior when hanging out with people from work. Or drunk somewhere else. 

Then, nine months into the job, I got a new office mate. “You’ll learn to love me,” he said jokingly 
in the first week while I shrugged him off. Slowly but surely, we started talking. And sharing 
songs we liked on YouTube. And making each other laugh. Before I knew it, caution went out the 
door and we started seeing each other. 

My feelings for him developed so fast. He was so smart, so great in team meetings. He constantly 
made me laugh. We both felt so comfortable with each other and time spent with him flew by. 
And then he would flake. He would say he’d call and wouldn’t. I would go crazy waiting for him 
to call and then pretend everything was fine and casual the next day in the office. I invited him to 
spend New Year’s with me and my friends. We partied all night long and he kept telling me how 
amazing I am. My head was in the clouds. 

Which is why it hurt so bad when it all came crashing down. I started a new job immediately after New Year’s and that’s when his phone calls 
stopped. And he started ignoring mine. It took me only two unreturned phone calls to figure it out and I stepped out of the situation, mostly 
to keep my pride. Except I was still in it – I was involved as ever. I would block him on GChat and then download a program to see if he 
blocked me. We’re not friends on Facebook, so I would friend our co-workers in hopes of catching a picture of him, of finding out what he 
was doing. My behavior was obsessive and stalkerish – who was this person and where did the confident me go? 

My mind did not understand how you could be close to someone in one moment and have them ignore your existence the next. I did not 
understand how I did not matter to him anymore, how he could act like I never did. My mind kept turning on itself, remembering how in love 
I was and not willing to accept that it was over. Or that maybe most of it was in my head. Maybe to him it never meant that much. Maybe he 
just needed someone when he was lonely. 
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For a month I cried myself to sleep. I cried when walking to get lunch during the day. I cried in the bathroom at my new job. I cried in the 
shower. I called a friend and cried to him for an hour every evening, while he told me that this too shall pass and that I really should not be 
expecting much from 23-year-olds. I read books about depression to feel better, to feel that someone understands. I went out with friends, 
dressed up, laughed and flirted with other guys only to come home and cry myself to sleep. Every weekend I woke up with a sharp feeling of 
loneliness. My browser search history was filled with “do people reconcile” and “how to make him come back.” 

It’s funny how this story sounds like a thousand other stories I’ve read in my search for an answer of what went wrong, how I could get him 
to come back or just start feeling like my old self again. It’s been a month since I talked or saw him and I only now am starting to feel like he’s 
moving into the past or that my present is moving out of the dark cloud I found myself in. At least he did me a favor by cutting me off 
completely – no taunting “I miss you” text messages at 2 am. 

I still wonder what the hell happened. How I could have been so lonely, then so happy when he came along and so depressed and lonely 
again. The thought of him not caring about me is getting less painful every day. I wonder what it means to love at 23. I know I was in love 
with him, but I wonder if he would invalidate it or think that I’m crazy for thinking that. I wonder how I can ever trust yourself again to 
launch into something with someone else, having been discarded so easily and abruptly. 

And yet I know that I will. 

If I had to do it all over again with him, knowing the painful outcome, I would jump into it without a second thought. And I will launch into 
something new without a doubt because those moments are worth it. Those moments where you feel so comfortable that you do not have to 
talk, when you are so happy and so in love are worth the pain that follows. 

  
All You Need Contributor: Irina 

Irina is a young professional working in San Francisco, trying to figure out this whole love thing. 

 

 

 Song Choice – Feel – Robbie Williams 
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Love Sees It All 

By Marie McKinney-Oates 

Love is effortless. 

The love that most of us want is the love that makes us feel good. People are addicted to the euphoria that comes with The Firsts. The first 
time you make eye contact. The first phone call. The first date. The first kiss. The first… you know. 

The combination of the adrenaline, endorphins, and newness of it all is a pretty potent drug and we get hooked fast. Since these feelings are 
all based on chemicals that we have no real control over, not only is the experience addictive it’s effortless. We don’t have to try to love this 
person. We don’t have to remind ourselves of their “good side”. Everything is so… natural. 

Love is work. 

Then one day that natural, effortless feeling starts to wane. Things get boring and routine. 
Quirky personality traits slowly become annoying, and that song “Did I Shave My Legs for This?” 
makes so much sense. 

If the only reason you’re in a relationship is so that you can feel all warm and gooey inside then 
this is a good time to bail and begin your search for your next high lover. I don’t care how many 
romantic date nights you go on, the “oh my goodness he called me!” feeling will go away. This is 
just a fact of life. From here on out your relationship’s success will depend on the amount of 
work you put into it. 

Love is acceptance. 

A relationship that has the power to change you and make you a significantly better person 
requires the willingness to accept. You’ll have to accept the boring and mundane. You’ll have to 

see all of this person, the good and the bad, and choose to love rather than judge. 
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Love is trust. 

Now comes the hard part. You’ll be asked to trust. You’ll have to trust that you can show him your ugly, selfish, vulnerable side in all of its 
hideous glory. That? That is scary. Showing someone the part of yourself that you spend 99% of your day hiding and defending is scary as 
hell. 
 
Love is a miracle. 

Truly believing that someone can see all of you and still respond with love? That’s a miracle. A beautiful, life changing miracle. 

  
All You Need Contributor: Marie McKinney-Oates 

Marie McKinney-Oates is a relationship counselor focused on helping couples before they tie the knot. When she isn’t 
counseling, she’s at home fighting with her husband about healthcare, President Obama, and whether or not they should 
encourage their cats to “Just Say No” to catnip. Her counseling thoughts can be found at Marriage Studio and her catnip 
thoughts can be found at McKinney-Oates Cereal.  You can also follow her on Twitter @marriagestudio. 

 

 Song Choice – On A Night Like This – Dave Barnes 
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Love Grows With You 

By Ellen Nordahl 

I’ve been in love…you know, the romantic kind.  The kind where you “just know,” and all of your preconceived, Hollywood-inspired notions 
go right out the window, because this is the real deal.  It’s tremendous, terrifying, all-consuming and at times, truly indescribable. 

But, as so many of us have painfully discovered, romantic love isn’t necessarily everlasting love. 

The love I’m talking about grows with you, and becomes greater even when you’re leading separate lives and don’t talk half as much as you’d 
like to.  It’s the kind of love that enables you to pick up exactly where you left off without missing a beat, even if it’s been nearly a year since 
you last saw one another.  In my opinion, it’s one of the greatest loves you can hope to find in your life: the love that comes with having a true 
best friend. 

I was lucky enough to find mine in the room next door during my first year of college. 

Love is sleeping on a hardwood floor when your best friend drags you to meet her new pseudo-hippie 
boyfriend (who happens to not own a couch). 

Love is not rolling your eyes and disowning said best friend when she falls for yet another pseudo-hippie 
and proclaims she’s going to dread her hair. 

It’s watching Jeopardy at your respective apartments and typing out the answers as quickly as possible on 
AIM when you should be doing a million other things…because it’s just not as much fun to watch alone. 

Love is being able to speak openly and honestly about everything: your strange childhood obsession with 
the Princess Bride, your irrational fear of dolphins, and the aftermath of your parents’ messy divorce. 

Love is calling the Rape Crisis Center and sitting in the ER exam room through the entire messy ordeal when 
your best friend is having one of the worst days of her life. 

Love is committing her favorite engagement ring to memory so when one of the luckiest men in the world pops the question, you can make 
sure he’s got the right goods. 

Love is feeling like you could conquer the world together. 
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I wouldn’t be near the person I am today was it not for the love, friendship, humor and kindness of my best friend aka hetero-life mate 
Andrea (who patiently tolerated my temporary fixation with boys who lacked regular personal hygiene habits.)  Of course, she mercilessly 
teased me about them afterward, but I wouldn’t expect anything less of her. 

She was the first friend that I’ve never held anything back with.  I never questioned my ability to trust her, or to be able to count on her in a 
time of crisis or celebration. 

I am a better and bolder person because of her. 

While she’s kicking ass and taking numbers in conjunction with getting her Master’s in Public Administration in Kansas City, I’d get in my car 
at 3am and drive through the Illinois flatlands going a buck twenty the second she needed me.  And I know she’d do the same. 

 
All You Need Contributor: Ellen Nordahl 

Ellen Nordahl works in marketing and social media at a firm in Madison, Wisconsin.  When not watching midnight reruns of 
Jeopardy! on the Game Show Network, playing Bananagrams or compiling the perfect playlist,  she blogs about life, career, and 
other topics that strike her fancy at ElleLaMode.com.  She’ll be moving out of the Midwest to Texas or Colorado in the coming 
year…or at least that’s the plan for now.  Keep tabs on her @ElleLaMode on Twitter. 

 

 Song Choice – Young Folks – Peter Bjorn & John 
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Happily…Ever After 

By Wille Faler 

“Happily ever after” is one of the most damaging myths about love. 

The implied storyline is that boy meets girl, they have some initial struggles, but eventually get together and live happily ever after. 

The narrative makes it sound like once you have found love and got it, the “ever after” will be effortless, you can just sit back and enjoy the 
“happily” part without doing much to maintain it. Goal achieved, nothing left to work for. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. 

“Happily ever after” requires a hell of a lot of work in the “ever after”-part of the relationship. Love is not something that “happens”, it’s 
something that is built one day at a time. 

What “happens” to people is what I’d like to call hormonal Lust at First Sight. Love may or may not follow. 

People tend to mystify our natural biological processes and call them things they are not. What happens at first 
is nothing more than your animalistic, basal biological instinct to reproduce, a drive that comes from your 
genes, not your heart. 

Love is what makes us rise above being simple, instinctive animals. Love is something that is more than just 
following your hormonal impulses. 

Emotionally mature people can build deep, lasting spiritual and intellectual connections with the people they 
chose and are compatible with. Connections that are built on the reality of what the other person is, rather than 
the unrealistic fantasy of the personal angel you want someone else to be for you. Connections that are built on 

mutual respect and understanding rather than the need for your own ego to be validated. 

Yes, it may all start from the Lust at First Sight, biologically triggered attraction, but for love to grow and last, it requires effort if it is to 
outlast the honey moon period. 
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True love is the product of a conscious effort to build, grow and nurture the emotional and intellectual connection that people hold to each 
other. It is not something that “happens.” If you leave love too much to chance and do not maintain it, it will inevitably deteriorate and die. 

Just ask yourself: how many relationships seem to deteriorate shortly after marriage? It’s like a lot of people think “goal achieved” and then 
just sit back and relax once they’ve gotten married. 

I believe the prime reason for the sheer amount of divorces and break-ups in the world is a lack of insight to the fact that love requires work 
and effort. If you believe in an effortless happily ever after love that will always feel like when you had your first kiss, you clearly live in cloud 
cuckoo-land. 

If you want a lasting love and bond with someone, don’t leave it to chance: take control of it, and make a conscious effort together to build it 
and let love grow. 

The “ever after” part of “happily ever after” requires a lot of work and maintenance. 

But it might just be worth the effort. 

  
All You Need Contributor: Wille Faler 

Wille is an entrepreneur and freelance software developer intent on breaking free from the 9-5. He has an insatiable appetite 
for challenges, ideas and understanding human nature, subjects which he often writes about on his blog Adventure Capitalist. 
You can also follow him on Twitter: @wfaler. 

 

 

 Song Choice – The Way You Look Tonight – Frank Sinatra 
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Love Is Clicking The Shutter 

By Melissa Mullen Photography 
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Pam: Hey my aunt told me something neat. 

Jim: Yeah? 

Pam: She said everything with the wedding goes by so fast we 

should try to take mental pictures of the high points. 

Jim: Oh, wow, that’s cool. 

Pam: Yeah. 

Jim: (mimes taking a mental picture) Click! Oh, you blinked. 

Dammit, now that’s in my brain forever. 

Pam: Oh. 

Jim: (mimes scrolling through his mental camera looking at 

mental pictures) Lousy picture. 

Pam: We should have hired a professional to take the mental 

pictures. 

(The Office – Niagra Parts 1 and 2) 

 

 All You Need Contributor: Melissa Mullen 

Melissa has been photographing love and relationships nationwide for 10 years. The intensity of emotion on the wedding day to 
the delicate and intimate time of having a baby is a great combination of the simple moments that she loves to watch 
unfold.  Her journey has allowed her to live and grow her business in New York City, Los Angeles, Orange County, San Diego and 
ultimately home to the East Coast.  She currently calls New England home.  She loves every opportunity she has to pick up her 
camera, considers it an honor to document life and is inspired by her unique connection with each of her clients.  Follow her on 
Twitter @throughtheseyes 

 

 Song Choice – My Favourite Book – Stars 
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Clarity On Love 

By David Stehle 

 

I WANT YOU TO GET SWEPT AWAY OUT THERE. I WANT YOU TO LEVITATE. I WANT YOU TO…SING WITH RAPTURE AND DANCE LIKE A DERVISH. BE DELIRIOUSLY HAPPY, 

OR AT LEAST LEAVE YOURSELF OPEN TO BE. I KNOW IT’S A CORNBALL THING. BUT LOVE IS PASSION, OBSESSION, SOMEONE YOU CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT. I SAY, FALL HEAD 

OVER HEELS. FIND SOMEONE YOU CAN LOVE LIKE CRAZY AND WHO WILL LOVE YOU THE SAME WAY BACK. HOW DO YOU FIND HIM? WELL, YOU FORGET YOUR HEAD, AND 

YOU LISTEN TO YOUR HEART. AND I’M NOT HEARING ANY HEART. ‘CAUSE THE TRUTH IS, HONEY, THERE’S NO SENSE LIVING YOUR LIFE WITHOUT THIS. TO MAKE THE 

JOURNEY AND NOT FALL DEEPLY IN LOVE, WELL, YOU HAVEN’T LIVED A LIFE AT ALL. BUT YOU HAVE TO TRY, ’CAUSE IF YOU HAVEN’T TRIED, YOU HAVEN’T LIVED.”  

– ANTHONY HOPKINS ROLE AS “BILL PARRISH” IN THE MOVIE MEET JOE BLACK, HEART TO HEART FATHER/DAUGHTER TALK 

Love is a crazy, dizzy thing. Sometimes it’s all so beautiful I can hardly stand it. I want to capture it. So I take a photograph. To make time 
stand still. I freeze the moment for all eternity and hang that memory on a wall. But then that doesn’t seem like enough. The photograph 
allows me to recall that exact same vision I once had, but it doesn’t give me the movement. The way that one strand of hair kept blowing 
across her face, attempting to unite with her bottom lip. Or the way the early morning sunlight pardoned the rain, reflecting and dancing 
across the small of her back from the dusty windowpane. 

There is video, but not even film can capture how the scent of her perfume and the warmth of her body lingers on my sheets, skin, and soul. 
Even with all the modern marvels of technology, you can’t completely recreate the image, the movement, the sensation, or the emotion tied 
to it all. I realize I can’t capture time the way she’s captured my heart, but I still want to live in that moment forever. I don’t want to ever 
forget how big she smiled, how sexy she danced, how long she laughed, how sweet she smelled, or how she made me fly. So what do I do? 

I pull her close to me and hold her. Hold it. So I can remember this moment before it slips away. It makes me sad that moments like these 
pass as quickly as they came. And then it hits me. I may lose this very moment in time, but there will be plenty more moments in the future to 
live! That is the moment I smile. The moment I exhale. 

I think Louis Armstrong sums up my feelings best on love, life, and all the beauty surrounding both. 

“What A Wonderful World” by Louis Armstrong 
 
I see trees of green, red roses too 
I see them bloom for me and you 
And I think to myself what a wonderful world. 
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I see skies of blue and clouds of white 
The bright blessed day, the dark sacred night 
And I think to myself what a wonderful world. 

The colors of the rainbow so pretty in the sky 
Are also on the faces of people going by 
I see friends shaking hands saying how do you do 
They’re really saying I love you. 

I hear babies cry, I watch them grow 
They’ll learn much more than I’ll never know 
And I think to myself what a wonderful world 
Yes I think to myself what a wonderful world. 

It’s amazing how much beauty there is in the world. But what’s really amazing is I never seem to take notice of any of it until I’m falling in 
love. That is clarity. Discovering she has made my world wonderful and made me deliriously happy. 

 
All You Need Contributor: David Stehle 

He’s had some good romances, some bad romances, and most likely too many one-night stands. A few months ago David 
decided to tear up his heart and shut it down. He had a manwhore relapse. Today, he stays open…because you never know 
when lightening will strike! David is the Founder of a Network Security Consulting company by day and blogs at The Rest Is Still 
Unwritten by night, with the love of a Bulldog by his side. Follow him on Twitter @davidstehle 

 

 

  Song Choice – What A Wonderful World – Louis Armstrong 
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